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ABSTRACT
File System Aging may be viewed as a non-issue nowadays, a problem that has been solved long ago. But this assumption does not
hold up to the reality: file system aging is still relevant, maybe
more so than ever. Aged file systems are ever-present and cause
performance losses in many applications. This work provides an
overview over past and current approaches to file system aging, as
well as give some insight into existing solutions, their effectiveness
and new developments.

1

INTRODUCTION

File systems (FSs) tend to show a decrease in performance after
some time of use. This decrease in performance is called aging
and often caused by an increasing fragmentation of the FS. Fragmentation can occur inside a file when its content is scattered,
so-called intra-file fragmentation. Logically related files, like the
files in one directory, may also be spread across the physical disk,
so-called inter-file fragmentation. Aging can affect many operations
performed on FSs, including reads, writes and directory traversals.
Smith and Seltzer [15] showed in 1997 that FSs do age under realistic workloads with significant impacts to performance. However,
many developers view FS aging as a solved problem [5]. Conway et
al. [6] attribute this perception to the extreme aging of the FAT FS.
FAT was developed by Microsoft in 1977 for storing data on Floppy
disks and later enhanced to support larger disks [16]. Both FAT and
FAT32 usually do not employ any strategies to reduce fragmentation. Data is always stored in the next free block, leading to heavy
fragmentation [7]. This behavoir, however, is largely dependent on
implementation, tests have shown a significantly lower fragmentation with the Linux implementation compared to the Windows
implementation [7]. Nowadays FAT has largely been replaced by
NTFS on Windows machines [3], and ext on linux machines. While
NTFS was introduced in 1993, the newest version of ext, ext4, was
indroduced in 2006 and finished development in 2008. The design
of ext4 already includes several strategies to reduce fragmentation [12]. Since modern FSs actively try to reduce fragmentation,
they display a more subtle aging. This may lead some to regard
the aging problem as solved. Another factor to be considered is the
extremely rapid aging observed in current research. A user will
experience an unaged FS only briefly. Aging is often not a gradual
noticeable decline in performance, but the expected state of the
FS [5]. This has also led to a lack of aging-related evaluation in
recent FS papers [11].
In contrast, recent work by Conway et al. [5] and Kadekodi [11]
showed significant slow down due to aging in modern FSs. They
found that especially Solid State Drives (SSDs) are severely affected
by performance losses, as they are impacted by different aging
mechanisms as mechanical Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) are. Since FSs
have primarily addressed those aging mechanics heavily affecting
HDDs in the past, the performance loss on SSDs is more severe.

A study on fragmentation on mobile devices using Android
found that 70% of block accesses are to SQLite databases [10]. Especially these SQLite database files turned out to be among the most
heavily fragmented files on mobile devices, measurably affecting
performance on these devices.
Conway et al. [6] also examined the assumption that little remaining space will increase fragmentation and thus speed up the
aging process. Especially in application benchmarks they found the
impact of a FSs fullness to be significantly lower than the performance impact of aging itself.
Section 2 introduces the fundamental processes behind FS aging
and how to describe and recreate them scientifically. Additionally,
Section 2 also discusses countermeasures to prevent aging, and how
modern FSs age.

2

FILE SYSTEM AGING

The following sections detail what causes aging in a FS, how different storage technologies age and how FS age can be quantified.
Multiple approaches to artificially age FSs will be compared. Section 2.5 provides an overview over strategies to mitigate aging. How
some modern FSs implement these strategies and how effective they
are is discussed in Section 2.6.

2.1

The Aging Process

Fragmentation affects performance because read and write operations are spread across the storage device, rather than being in
one location. Maximum throughput can only be achieved when the
amount of data transferred is large enough.
The Natural Transfer Size (NTS) is the amount of sequential
data that must be transferred from or to a storage device to reach
a certain percentage of the devices maximum throughput [5]. If a
FS splits files or metadata into chunks significantly smaller than
the NTS of a device maximum throughput can not be achieved.
Conway et al. [5] examined the effective bandwidth for different
read sizes on HDDs and SSDs. They found a transfer size of 4MiB
to be a reasonable choice for the NTS, on both HDDs and SSDs.
How FSs age is highly dependent on their type, common types
being B-Tree based and update-in-place FSs [5]. The design principles of these types that primarily affect their aging are the topic of
this section.
Update-in-Place FSs. Update-in-place FSs, like ext4, write new
files to a sufficiently large free location and update them in-place.
Fragmentation of files is a common issue with this type of FS. For
example: a file that should logically be placed between two existing
files can not be placed there, resulting in data not being sequential
unless files are moved. File deletions and files growing beyond the
locally available free space also induce fragmentation and hinder
sequential accesses. With increasing fragmentation transfers are
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more and more likely to be smaller than the NTS, leading to a drop
in performance.
B-Tree based FSs. B-Tree based FSs store logically related items
adjacent in the B-Tree but usually do not guarantee that these items
are physically adjacent [9]. Insertions will lead to nodes being split
and deletions will cause nodes to be merged, scattering data across
the disk. This aging of B-Tree based FSs is highly dependent on the
leaf size [5, 9]. Leaves much smaller than the NTS will lead to aging
due to them being moved around when split and merged. Having
NTS-sized leaves would combat this issue but is impractical for
other reasons: Large leaves may incur write amplification, meaning
a small change to a leaf can require large writes. To reduce write
amplification, and thus increase update performance, B-Tree based
FSs use small leaf sizes.

2.2

Aging on Different Devices

On HDDs aging is primarily caused by logically related information
not being stored physically coherent on disk. A single file split up
and stored in multiple locations, or the files in a directory being
stored in different locations, are examples of this issue. This discrepancy between logical relation and physical locality leads to
repositioning during reads and writes on HDDs.
SSDs on the other hand do not require repositioning, which
could lead to the false assumption that they are not affected by
aging. Recent work by Kadekodi et al. [11] shows that not only do
SSDs age, but the performance drop can be more significant than
on HDDs. Figure 1 shows that aged FSs on HDD exhibit little to no
significant performance decrease. Neither of the aging tools used,
Geriatrix and Impressions, reduced FS performance noticeably on
HDDs. The measurements on SSDs, however, display a significant
performance hit with either tool.
On SSDs the FS is not the only cause of performance decrease due
to aging. SSDs contain a translation layer between the IO interface
they expose and the actual flash memory. The Flash Translation
Layer (FTL) primarily remaps addresses and performs garbage collection and wear leveling. FTLs are similar to log-structured FSs
and are also subject to aging[11]. With age the increasing need for
garbage collection and the fragmentation of mapping tables can
decrease performance.
Kadekodi et al. attribute the performance drop on SSDs to this
aging of effectively two FSs. The additional performance decrease
seen only with the Geriatrix tool is attributed to the more realistic
free space fragmentation created by the Geriatrix tool.

2.3

Measuring File System Aging

To determine how aged a FS is, metrics are required. These can
span from measuring inter-file and intra-file fragmentation to regular measures of FS performance when compared to an unaged
version of the FS. Some metrics used in research are explained in
the following.
Layout score. Smith and Seltzer introduced the layout score to
quantify the amount of fragmentation in a file or FS. The layout
score for intra-file fragmentation is the fraction of a file that is
optimally allocated, that is blocks are sequential on the drive. A
file with a layout score of 1 is allocated as one contiguous array

Figure 1: Aging impact on ext4 atop SSD and HDD by
Kadekodi et al. [11].
The three bars for each device represent the FS freshly formatted
(unaged), aged with Geriatrix, and aged with Impressions [2]. Although relatively small differences are seen with the HDD, aging
has a big impact on FS performance on the SSD.

of blocks, while a layout score of 0 means no blocks of the file are
adjacent. The layout score of an entire FS is also called aggregate
layout score. It is the fraction of all blocks of all files that are
optimally allocated.
Recent work by Conway et al. expands on the layout score by
defining a dynamic layout score. To obtain the dynamic layout
score the logical block requests made by a FS are captured. The
fraction of these requests that was contiguous determines the dynamic layout score. This approach also includes metadata accesses
and accesses spanning files into the score [5].
Free space extents. Since layout scores only represent fragmentation of allocated space, a means of measuring fragmentation in
the unallocated part of a FS is required. A measure of free space
fragmentation used by Kadekodi et al. [11] is the size distribution
of free space extents in an aged FS.
A fresh FS instance starts of with large extents of free space.
With age the average size of free space extents shrinks, resulting in
a distribution of free space extent sizes spanning mainly from very
small extents to medium-sized ones.
Operation speed. Operation speed by itself is primarily a measure
of FS performance, but it can be used to quantify aging. Running
the same workload on aged and unaged instances of the same FS
shows the impact aging has on the FS. Operation speed is usually
measured in operations per second and is a common measure in
work on FSs [11, 13]. This allows direct comparison between results
from aged FSs and the corresponding reference material.
Search time. Another approach, also not limited to measuring
aged FSs, is measuring the time it takes to search data in a FS.
Conway et al. [5, 6] use what they call grep test. As the name
suggests, this test performs a recursive grep on the root of the
filesytem, scanning recursively through both, data and metadata,
and recording the duration. As a FS ages, accesses during the scan
will become less sequential due to increasing fragmentation. Since
the duration of this scan is not only influenced by the FSs age, but
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also by the total size of the FS, the measured time is normalized by
the FS size.
Write latency. As fragmentation becomes more prevalent in an
aged FS, writes incur additional latency. This increasing write latency can be used to measure fragmentation [6]. It is critical, however, to ensure the latency is actually caused by the write operations,
and not by, for example, CPU heavy calculations.

2.4

Artificially Aging a File System

In order to compare the aging characteristics or aged performance
of different FSs, a reliable and reproducible way of aging a FS is
required. This is also a requirement for evaluating the effectiveness
of newly implemented countermeasures. The following sections
describe different methods of aging a FS for these purposes and
discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
Actual use of the FS. One obvious way of aging a FS is actually
using it for some time. With normal use this might require months
to years and would not be easily reproducible. To achieve reproducibility the use would need to be a defined sequence of issued
commands or executed applications that is identical for every run.
Some real workloads can be used to age a FS successfully. For example Conway et al. [5] used git, more precisely git pull operations,
to achieve application level aging. With the exception of BetrFS, all
FSs they aged with the git workload showed aging with losses in
performance. Their measurements with git in a standard configuration clearly show a feature of git, an automatic garbage collection.
This feature is designed to mitigate FS aging on the application level
by compressing many smaller files into one larger file called a pack.
They then repeated their experiments with this feature deactivated
and found that, for many FSs, aging was exacerbated.
This shows that using applications to age a FS requires knowledge about the applications, as they may already contain strategies
to mitigate or reduce aging. In addition, using applications to age a
FS also creates an aged FS instance very specific to the applications
used for aging.
Replay. Smith et al. [15] also discussed aging by a realistic workload. This could be achieved by tracing all operations performed on
a file system over months or years, while it is in use. Theoretically,
this trace could then be used to perform these operations in the
same order, but over a much shorter time, on new FSs. However,
capturing and more importantly storing these traces is highly impractical due to their size [6, 15]. The solution proposed by Smith
et al. is to not collect complete traces, but to collect snapshots of
the FS instead. By determining the differences between snapshots
it is then possible to generate an artificial workload that recreates
those modifications seen between two snapshots.
Previous work [4, 14], however, had shown that most files exist
in a FS only for very short amounts of time. Thus, the creation,
and subsequent deletion, of these files was not represented in the
snapshots taken by Smith et al. They then captured short traces
to get realistic representations of how these short lived files are
created, modified and deleted. They then added these operations to
the snapshot based workload in order to approximate the influence
these files have on the aging of a FS.

Figure 2: Real vs. simulated file system by Smith et al. [15].
This chart plots the aggregate layout score for each day in the
seven month simulation period. The “Simulated” line shows the
fragmentation on the artificially aged file system. The “Real” line
shows the fragmentation on the original file system from which
the aging workload was generated.

This artificial workload created from snapshots and traces is
then replayed onto a new FS. Even though the artificial workload
may have been created from snapshots spanning years of use, the
process of applying the workload can be done significantly faster. In
many FSs aging is not dependent on the time between operations,
but only on the type and most importantly order of operations [15].
This can be used to execute an artificial workload as fast as possible,
creating aged FSs almost immediately.
To evaluate how realistic their artificial workloads aged FSs
Smith et al. compared artificially aged FSs with ones that had been
aged by months of use. The file system not aged by an artificial
workload had seen approximately seven months of use. The artificial workload created for comparison took 39 hours to replay onto
a fresh FS. They then analyzed how fragmented each of the FSs
were. Figure 2 shows that the artificial or simulated workload fails
to achieve the same level of fragmentation as the real workload
does. Increasingly so as the time used for aging the real/original FS
gets longer. Additionally, Figure 3 shows a significant disparity for
the file-size range of 2MB to 4MB, where the original FS shows a
significantly higher degree of fragmentation.
This shows that, while the replay approach by Smith et al. can
approximate the gradual increase in fragmentation as time progresses, it becomes less accurate for longer times. The approach
also correctly approximates the trend of decreasing fragmentation
as files get larger. But for files of specific sizes the artificial workload does not fully reproduce the original FS. The authors attribute
those discrepancies to missing information when constructing the
artificial workload.
In addition, to those inaccuracies, the replay approach also has
the issue that it requires extensive and long term collection of FS
snapshots to build an artificial workload.
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Figure 3: Fragmentation as a function of file size by Smith et
al. [15].
File sizes were rounded up to an even number of file blocks, and the
aggregate layout score was computed for files of various sizes on
the real and simulated file systems. The results are graphed here.

Impressions. Agrawal et al. developed the Impressions framework
to create representative and statistically accurate filesytem images
[2]. The main goal of the Impressions framework is to generate
realistic and detailed FS images from given parameters. These parameters may include number of files, directory depth, distribution
of file sizes and many more. Another parameter however is more
interesting when trying to create aged FSs: Impressions allows the
user to specify the desired degree of fragmentation in the generated
FS image. This is achieved by creating and then deleting temporary
files during regular file creation.
The problem with this approach is that Impressions will repeatedly measure the degree of fragmentation in a FS and then repeat
this procedure until the desired fragmentation is achieved. This
means that FSs employing strategies to reduce fragmentation will
just be subjected to more of these operations. Since this behavior
obviously complicates the comparison of FS implementations when
it comes to fragmentation, Impressions also offers an alternative. After the FS image has been created Impressions can run a predefined
workload on it and report the resulting degree of fragmentation. In
this case the result will reflect the FSs ability to reduce fragmentation and thus allows comparisons between FSs and evaluation of
mitigation strategies.
In conclusion Impressions has the ability to create aged FSs
with some limitations when it comes to comparing different FSs
or implementations. These shortcomings can be explained by the
original goal behind Impressions, that is creating realistic FS images.
Geriatrix. To address some ot the shortcomings of the previous
approaches Kadekodi et al. [11] developed their tool Geriatrix. Most
previous approaches to artificial aging have focused on file fragmentation, due to the heavy impact repositioning had on HDD
performance. As these costs are not a primary concern in modern
flash based SSD memory, creating aged FSs for SSDs may require a
different approach.

Similar to the way Impressions created aged file systems, Geriatrix also performs operations on an unaged FS until it matches a
previously specified aging-profile. The parameters for this profile
can be obtained from an already aged FS, similar to, but significantly
less extensive than the data required for the replay approach.
Geriatrix then ages a FS in two stages, rapid aging and stable
aging. Rapid aging only creates files to reach the fullness specified
in the aging profile as fast as possible. Stable aging then randomly
creates and deletes files to match the file-age distribution also specified in the profile. Other parameters of the profile like directory
depth distribution and file size distribution are maintained during
both stages of aging.
To provide reproducibility the random choices during the stable
aging stage are controlled by a user defined seed, thus assuring
identical results when using the same seed.
Geriatrix will terminate stable aging once a predefined condition
is met. That condition may be an execution time, confidence in the
age distribution or number of disk overwrites. Unlike Impressions
where the target was a specified degree of fragmentation, the target
here will usually be the age distribution of the profile. This allows
easier comparisons between FSs and FS implementations.
Figure 4 shows that Geriatrix replicates free space fragmentation
of an actually aged ext4 FS very closely, while Impressions does
not. Impressions seems to display free space fragmentation closer
to an unaged instance of ext4.
The aging impact of Impressions and Geriatrix on ext4 running
on SSD and HDD is shown in Figure 1. Geriatrix is able, especially
on SSDs, to achieve a significantly greater aging induced performance loss than Impressions. The authors attribute this performance difference on SSDs to the greater free space fragmentation
achieved by Geriatrix.

2.5

Countermeasures

A FS implementation can employ several strategies to counteract or
mitigate aging effects. These strategies may not be effective in all
situations or on all types of storage media. The following sections
describe known strategies and their limitations.
Grouping files. The common problem of files that are logically
related but physically spread out on a disk can be addressed by
physically grouping related files together. Since related files may be
added over time it is necessary to reserve space for a group larger
than all the files may initially need. The method by which files are
considered related may differ between FSs. One possibility is to
group files in one directory, another might be to group files that
have been created roughly at the same time.
As files grow and more files are added to a directory this approach
will reach its limitations. Files or additional content will eventually
be placed outside the group, again breaking locality.
Extents. By allocating space not per block, but groups of sequential
blocks, so-called extents [5], FSs can reduce bookkeeping overhead.
An additional benefit of extents, especially when choosing larger
ones, is reduced intra-file fragmentation.
When allocating a file, the first extent that can fit the file completely can be chosen. This ensures smaller files are never split
up and larger files are split into larger pieces. Like with grouping
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Figure 4: Free space fragmentation comparison by Kadekodi et al. [11].
Free space fragmentation comparison of an actual old ext4 FS image (Grundman) with Geriatrix driven by the Grundman profile, Impressions
driven by the Grundman profile’s file size distribution, a partition with the contents of the original Grundman image copied over and a
freshly formatted ext4 partition. Other than the freshly formatted image, all other FS images are approximately 90% full. Geriatrix induces
free space fragmentation very similar to the naturally aged Grundman image with no large free space extents, hence causing appropriate
free space fragmentation.

files, locality will be disturbed once a file grows beyond its original
extent.
Delayed allocation. Delaying allocation can be a good addition to
using extents. As a file is created or grows the required space is not
immediately allocated, instead changes are buffered. This means
that when the buffers are written to disk and the space finally needs
to be allocated the extents chosen will be larger. The extents can
now not only fit the original file as it was created but also any data
appended before the buffers were flushed.
Since the FS does not represent the actual state of the file during delayed allocation, the delay will usually be limited to a very
short amount of time [5]. As with grouping files by creation time
this approach can only improve locality for files that are created
practically simultaneously.
If files or data are added or deleted over longer time periods,
delayed allocation is not able to prevent fragmentation. A solution can be to involve the application itself in extent selection. By
providing developers with the means to specify how large a file is
likely going to be, a larger extent can be chosen at the time of file
creation. However, this will not reduce inter-file fragmentation.
Packing. Directories containing many small files can benefit from
packing all files in as few blocks or extents as possible. Especially
combined with grouping these files, sequential accesses to multiple
small files in a directory can be sped up in this manner. In addition,
to the files themselves, metadata can also be packed into those
blocks or extents.

2.6

Modern File Systems

Modern FSs usually employ some strategies to mitigate aging, but
most still show significant performance losses due to aging. This
section discusses ext4 exemplary for update-in-place FSs and BtrFS
as a B-Tree based FS. Additionally, Section 2.6 introduces the B𝜀 Tree based BetrFS. All of them age differently and their approaches
to reduce the impact of aging are also different.

ext4. As mentioned above ext4 is of the update-in-place type, thus
its aging pathology is explained in Section 2.1. ext4 implements all of
the mitigation strategies detailed in Section 2.5 in some form [1, 12].
Extents in ext4 can be up to 128MiB big, allowing files with sizes
up to the extent size to be stored completely inside one single extent.
As studies have shown [3, 8], most files found in FSs are between
8KiB and 8MiB in size. Thus 128MiB is sufficiently large to fit most
files. Combined with delayed allocation, which is also implemented
in ext4, this reduces the likelyhood of files being split on creation.
However, these studies also show that the majority of stored bytes
is found in increasingly larger files. As these large files, often being
database or blob files, grow and shrink over time they may cause
substantial fragmentation.
ext4 also implements a form of packing and grouping, it will
try to spread out files from different directories initially, while also
trying to place directories close to their parent. This leaves space
for additional files in the directory, as well as file file growth [1, 12].
Metadata will usually be stored close to a files actual data or, in the
case of directories, close to the files contained within it [1, 12].
In intra-file aging benchmarks ext4 shows a slowly decreasing
dynamic layout score but performs better than BtrFS [5]. Figure 5c
shows that ext4 immediately exhibits a very low dynamic layout
score in inter-file aging benchmarks.

BtrFS. BtrFS is B-Tree based (see section 2.1) and employs extents
and delayed allocation in the same manner as ext4. Due to the way
metadata is stored in BtrFS, packing is implemented differently.
Usually only file and directory metadata is stored inside BtrFSs
B-Trees. Howeever, smaller files can be stored directly in the tree
nodes, though files may be split for this procedure since BtrFS uses
small nodes [5].
There are other theoretical ways of combating aging in BtrFS,
like keeping leaves arranged in logical order, but they would most
likely incur unacceptable performance overheads, even in unaged
instances.
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Section 2.1 discussed the importance of leaf size when it comes
to aging B-Tree based FSs. Conway et al. [5] found that, as expected,
the aging of Btrfs is inversely related to the leaf size.
Figures 5a and b show that BtrFS is closely matched to ext4 when
it comes to inter-file aging benchmarks, when measuring grep cost.
Only on HDDs a slightly better aged performance is noticeable in
BtrFS. Only the dynamic layout score seen in Figure 5c starts off
at a significantly higher value than ext4, but then continues to fall
below ext4.
By analyzing the layout after their intra-file benchmark Conway
et al. also found that BtrFS had completely interleaved the data
after repeatedly appending to a few small files. This explains why
BtrFS performed poorly in the intra-file benchmark.

BetrFS. BetrFS is a B𝜀 -Tree based FSs developed by Jannen et al. [9]
with the goal of benefiting from larger, NTS sized, leaves. By attaching a buffer to each node, BetrFS avoids the high cost of small
updates associated with larger leaves. Small updates can be buffered
and consequently batched together, once significant changes have
accrued. As a result, searches may be slower since the buffers also
need to be searched. Overall, however, the query cost is identical to B-Tree based FSs, while the insertion cost is lower than on
traditional B-Tree FSs [9].
The node size chosen for BetrFS is 4MiB, which is equal to the
NTS discussed in section 2.1. Another benefit of this large node
size is that all data can be stored in a second B𝜀 -Tree. By ensuring
that the trees are always lexicographically sorted BetrFS can almost
always place logically adjacent file physically adjacent on disk [9].
Conway et al. [5] show that, in their experiments, the intra-file,
inter-file and git benchmarks, BetrFS does not display significant aging and has stable performance throughout their tests (see Figure 5).
They conclude that even though BetrFS will require significantly
more writes to disk than for example ext4, it can still perform as
well as an unaged ext4 FS. With both FSs aging it can drastically
outperform ext4 and BtrFS FSs.
However, research by Kadekodi et al. [11] shows that the git
benchmark does not create free space fragmentation as seen in naturally aged FSs. Thus BetrFS may exhibit free space fragmentation,
as it would not show in the experiments performed by Conway et al.
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Figure 5: Interfile benchmark by Conway et al. [5].
The TensorFlow github repository with all files replaced by 4KiB
random data and copied in varying degrees of order.

CONCLUSION

This work introduces current and past research into file sytem aging and discusses the relevance of further research. While there
have been improvements over the years, many problems are still
unsolved. Most modern file systems still show significant aging
with performance loss, especially on newer storage technologies
like SSDs. If SSDs or even faster devices are to be used to their
full potential, additional solutions are required. Even when using
several strategies to limit inter-file and intra-file fragmentation, current file systems often fail to achieve the physical locality required
to retain performance in the long term. Even though these problems
have been ignored in the past, there have been some promising
current developments. At first glance BetrFS seems to be largely
immune to aging and thus merits further investigation.
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